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(54) Title: CONTINUOUS PAGE READ FOR MEMORY

(57) Abstract: Subject matter disclosed herein relates to technique to read
memory in a continuous fashion. A method comprises the following steps:
reading a first page of data and providing said first page of data to a page buf
fer in response to receiving a first portion of a memory address of said first
page; fetching words of said first page of data stored in said page buffer in re
sponse to receiving an additional portion of said memory address of said first
page; and activating sense amplifiers to sense a second page of data before
completing said fetching words of said first page. Such a process of concur
rently reading a portion of a first page and a portion of a subsequent page
may provide a benefit of improving read speed.
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Continuous Page Read for Memory

BACKGROUND

Field :

Subject matter disclosed herein relates to techniques to read memory in a

continuous fashion.

Information :

Memory devices are employed in many types of electronic devices, such as

computers, cell phones, PDA's, data loggers, and navigational equipment, just to name a

few examples. Among such electronic devices, various types of nonvolatile memory

devices may be employed, such as NAND or NOR flash memories, SRAM, DRAM, and

phase-change memory, just to name a few examples. In general, writing or programming

operations may be used to store information in such memory devices, while a read

operation may be used to retrieve stored information.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

Non-limiting and non-exhaustive embodiments will be described with reference to

the following figures, wherein like reference numerals refer to like parts throughout the

various figures unless otherwise specified.

FIG. 1 is a timing diagram of a continuous read process, according to an

embodiment.

FIG. 2 is a flow diagram of a continuous read process, according to an

embodiment.



FIG. 3 is a timing diagram of a continuous read process, according to another

embodiment.

FIG. 4 is a timing diagram of a continuous read process, according to yet another

embodiment.

FIG. 5 is a timing diagram of a continuous read process, according to still another

embodiment.

FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram illustrating an exemplary embodiment of a

computing system.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Reference throughout this specification to "one embodiment" or "an embodiment"

means that a particular feature, structure, or characteristic described in connection with

the embodiment is included in at least one embodiment of claimed subject matter. Thus,

the appearances of the phrase "in one embodiment" or "an embodiment" in various places

throughout this specification are not necessarily all referring to the same embodiment.

Furthermore, the particular features, structures, or characteristics may be combined in one

or more embodiments.

Embodiments described herein include processes and/or electronic architecture to

improve data throughput rate by reading multiple pages of data stored in a memory in an

overlapping, continuous fashion. For example, after reading a first page, a second page

may be continuously read without an interruption to provide a memory address of the

second page. Such a read process may also include reading a portion of the first page

while preparing to read a portion of the second page. For example, while reading a

portion of the first page, one or more sense amplifiers of memory may be activated to

measure states of memory cells included in the second page. In an implementation, such

activation of sense amplifiers may comprise an initial portion of a process to read a page.

In an implementation, a page of data may comprise sixteen words, wherein a word

of data may comprise sixteen-bits, though claimed subject matter is not so limited. Such



a continuous fashion of reading multiple pages of data may lead to relatively fast read

operations compared to read operations that do not continuously read multiple pages.

One reason for such an improvement of read speed may be attributable to the fact that

such a continuous read process need not include a time delay that may otherwise occur

after the end of a process to read one page and before the beginning of a process to read a

subsequent page. For example, such a time delay may otherwise be used to provide a

memory address and/or to allow for time to sense memory cells of a subsequent page of

data during a read process. Also, a benefit of such a continuous read process may include

a reduction in a number of pins that a burst read technique may use. For example, a

continuous read process need not include a CLOCK pin, a WAIT pin, and/or an

ADDRESS VALID pin. Even so, such a continuous read process may achieve a similar

data throughput as a burst read process.

In an embodiment, a process to read multiple pages of a memory device in an

overlapping, continuous fashion may include sensing/reading a page of data and flushing

the page of data into a page buffer in response to receiving a first portion of a memory

address. A first portion of the memory address may comprise an address of a page of

data and an additional portion of the memory address may comprise least significant bits

of the memory address to identify words of the page of data. For example, a first portion

of a three-byte address may comprise all but four least significant bits (LSBs) of the

address. After the page of data is flushed into the page buffer, an additional portion (e.g.,

LSBs) of the memory address may be provided to the memory device. As a result, a user

may begin to fetch words of the page from the page buffer. During such a process of

fetching words, the number of words fetched from the page buffer may be counted. If

such a count reaches a particular threshold number, a reading process to read a

subsequent page of data may commence. Such a particular threshold number, which may

be selected for a particular application, may comprise a number less than the threshold

number of words of the page of data. Meanwhile, concurrently with reading at least a

first portion of the subsequent page of data, remaining words of the first page may



continue to be fetched. Such a process to read multiple pages of a memory device may

further comprise flushing the subsequent page of data into the page buffer in response to

a last word of the page of data being fetched. In an implementation, initiating reading of

the subsequent page of data may be performed automatically without receiving an

address for the subsequent page of data. For example, a user or an executing application

need not provide an address for the subsequent page of data. Of course, such details of a

process to read multiple pages are merely examples, and claimed subject matter is not so

limited.

In another embodiment, a process to read multiple pages of a memory device in

an overlapping, continuous fashion may be performed in response to toggling between

two states of a bit of a memory address. For example, toggling the LSB of a memory

address from a high state to a low state may result in fetching a word of data.

Subsequently toggling from a low state to a high state may result in fetching another

word of data, and so on. In such a manner, fetching words of data may be performed

synchronously with toggling a bit of the memory address. In such an implementation, a

process of fetching data may use merely a single address pin of a memory device (e.g., a

pin for the LSB of a memory address).

In an embodiment, a process to read multiple pages of a memory device in a

continuous fashion may be performed by a memory device comprising a controller to

read a page of data and to flush the page of data into a page buffer in response to

receiving a first portion of a memory address. In this process, a controller may also fetch

words of the page of data stored in the page buffer in response to receiving an additional

portion of the memory address. Such a controller may also monitor a count of the words

fetched from the page buffer, and in response to the count reaching a particular threshold

number, the controller may read a subsequent page of data while continuing to fetch the

words. Such a particular threshold number may be less than the number of words in the

page of data.



FIG. 1 is a timing diagram of a continuous read process 100, according to an

embodiment. In one implementation, such a read process may be applied to a computing

system comprising a NOR flash memory, a memory controller, and a processor (see FIG.

6, for example). Other implementations may involve other types of memory, such as

NAND, PCM, and so on. For example, a processor, in response to executing an

application, may provide a read command that includes a memory address identifying a

physical location where data is to be read. Such an address may comprise a multiword-

wide parallel signal. In one implementation, data read from a NOR flash memory may be

loaded to a page buffer before being sent to a processor (e.g., a user). Of course, such

details of a computing are merely examples, and claimed subject matter is not so limited.

In one implementation, a read process 100 may involve 24-bit addressing and

pages that comprise sixteen words. Accordingly, such words of a particular page may be

individually identified by a 4-bit address or a 4-bit LSB portion of the 24-bit address, for

example. Notation "A[Max:4]" in FIG. 1 means a portion of a memory address

comprising multiple bits from a most significant bit (MSB) to the fourth bit from the LSB.

Similarly, A[3:0] describes a portion of a memory address comprising four bits from the

fourth bit from the LSB to the LSB. Of course, such details regarding sizes of addresses

are merely examples, and claimed subject matter is not limited to any particular size.

Returning to FIG. 1, at time T 1, a MSB portion of address A[Max:4] may be

provided to a memory device. Also at time Tl, waveform CRD# may transition to a

logic low to direct the memory device to enter a continuous read mode. A chip enable

signal CE# may also transition to a logic low. Also at time Tl, a sense process to read a

page of data from the memory device may be indicated by a pulse in waveform ATD. As

explained above, such a page of data may be identified by MSB portion of address

A[Max:4]. A sense process may include activation of one or more sense amplifiers to

sense logic levels of individual memory cells of a page of a memory array of a memory

device. For example, in an implementation, sense amplifiers may be activated by an

event such as an address transaction detection (ATD) pulse generated by ATD circuitry in



the memory device. Such ATD circuitry may generate an ATD pulse in response to

detecting a transition of MSB addresses, for example. Upon completing such a sense

process, a read page of data may be loaded into a page buffer (e.g., in a flush process)

sometime during a time span ELQV (e.g., CE# Low to DQ Valid). Individual bytes or

words of the page of data stored in the page buffer may then be retrieved by a user,

processor, or any such entity that issued a read command to read from the memory device.

Meanwhile, a LSB portion A[3:0] of a memory address comprising four bits may be

provided to the memory device. At time T2, a first word D O of the page of data may be

retrieved by a memory controller, for example, from the page buffer. At time T3, a

second word D 1 of the page of data may be retrieved by the memory controller from the

page buffer in response to receiving a new memory address A[3:0]. For example, the

new memory address may comprise the value 01H corresponding to word D stored at

the location 01H of the current page. During a time span Tapa, a memory controller of the

memory device may decode A[3:0] to retrieve a subsequent word, such as Dl for

example, from the page buffer and place the subsequent word on a data bus. Subsequent

words of the page of data may be similarly retrieved from the page buffer in response to

receiving subsequent addresses A[3:0] (e.g., 02H, 03H, 04H,...). In an implementation,

the number of data words retrieved from the data buffer may be counted. After reaching

a particular threshold count, such as at time T4, a process to read a subsequent page of

data (e.g., comprising words D16 through D31) may commence while continuing to fetch

remaining words of the first page from the page buffer. In detail, referring to the DATA

waveform in FIG. 1, after reaching a particular threshold count at word D9, such as at

time T4, a process to read the subsequent page of data may commence while continuing

to fetch remaining words D10 through D15 of the first page from the page buffer.

Accordingly, such a process to commence reading a subsequent page of data may occur

upon retrieving a particular number of words from the data buffer, wherein the particular

number is less than the number of words in the page of data. Waveform ATD may

include a pulse at time T4 to begin a sense process to read the subsequent page of data.



Such a sense process may occur within a time span Tsen se- Upon completion of the sense

process, and after completing a process of retrieving or fetching words of the first page

from the page buffer, such as at time T5, the newly read second page of data may be

loaded into the page buffer, indicated by a pulse in waveform Flush at time T5. In one

implementation, a process of retrieving or fetching words of a page may be completed if

all words of the page have been fetched. Such a process of concurrently reading a portion

of a first page and a portion of a subsequent page may provide a benefit of improving

read speed. Such a process may also comprise a continuous read process to read the first

and subsequent pages.

As for the first page of data, described above, subsequent words of the second or

subsequent page of data may be similarly retrieved from the page buffer in response to

receiving subsequent addresses A[3:0] (e.g., 01H, 02H, 03H,...). After reaching a

particular count, such as at time T6, a process to read a third page of data (e.g.,

comprising words D32 through D47) may commence while continuing to fetch remaining

words of the second page from the page buffer. In detail, referring to the DATA

waveform in FIG. 1, after reaching a particular count at word D24, such as at time T6, a

process to read the third page of data may commence while continuing to fetch remaining

words D25 through D3 1 of the second page from the page buffer. Accordingly, such a

process to commence reading a subsequent page of data may occur upon retrieving a

particular threshold number of words from the data buffer. Waveform ATD may include

a pulse at time T6 to begin a sense process to read the third page of data. Such a sense

process may occur within a time span Tsen se (e.g., from time T6 to time T7). Upon

completion of the sense process, and after completing a process of retrieving or fetching

words of the second page from the page buffer, such as at time T7, the newly read third

page of data may be loaded into the page buffer, indicated by a pulse in waveform Flush

at time T7. Such a process of concurrently reading a portion of the second page and a

portion of the third page may provide a benefit of improving read speed, as mentioned

above. Such a process may also comprise a continuous read process to read the second



and third pages. Such a process may continue in similar fashion as described above for

subsequent pages of data. Of course, such details of process 100 are merely examples,

and claimed subject matter is not limited in this respect.

FIG. 2 is a flow diagram of a continuous read process 200, according to an

embodiment. Such a read process may be similar to that described by the timing diagram

in FIG. 1, for example. At block 210, a read command including a memory address may

be provided to a memory device. Such a read command may be initiated, for example, by

a processor executing an application, though claimed subject matter is not so limited. In

one implementation, such a read command and memory address may be received by the

memory device on a parallel bus. In another implementation, such a read command and

memory address may be serially received by the memory device. In either

implementation, at block 220, the memory device may read a page of data identified by at

least a portion of the memory address comprising MSBs. In contrast, for example, LSBs

of the memory address may be descriptive of individual words and/or bytes of data of a

page. A process of reading a page of data may comprise a sense process including

activation of one or more sense amplifiers to sense logic levels of individual memory

cells of the page of a memory array of the memory device. At block 230, upon

completing such a sense process, a read page of data may be loaded or flushed into a page

buffer. At block 240, individual words of the page of data stored in the page buffer may

then be retrieved by a user, processor, or any such entity that issued a read command to

read from the memory device, for example. At block 250, the number of fetched words

may be monitored or counted. At diamond 260, the number of words fetched so far may

be compared with a particular threshold number less than the number of words in the

page. For example, such a particular threshold number may equal 12, wherein the

number of words in a page may equal 16. If the number of fetched words is less than a

particular threshold number, then process 200 may return to block 240 to fetch another

word. However, if the number of fetched words is not less than a particular threshold

number, then process 200 may proceed to block 270 to begin a process to read a



subsequent page of data. At block 285, the subsequent page of data may be read by a

sensing process, as described above. Upon completion of a sensing process, the

subsequent page may be flushed to the page buffer. Meanwhile, concurrent to processes

described at block 285, remaining words of the first page may be fetched from the page

buffer. Accordingly, such a process to commence reading a subsequent page of data may

occur upon retrieving a particular number of words from the data buffer. In addition,

such a process may comprise a continuous read process to read subsequent pages without

time delay and/or without providing a new page address for subsequent pages. Of course,

such details of process 200 are merely examples, and claimed subject matter is not

limited in this respect.

FIG. 3 is a timing diagram of a particular continuous read process 300, according

to an embodiment. Such a process may be similar to process 100 or 200 described above,

except that process 300 begins at a misaligned start address as follows. Such a

misaligned start address may comprise a word address not equal to 00H, which may

represent a first word in a page of data (see, for example, process 100, where a first word

D O is represented by address 00H). In such a case, in a particular embodiment, all words

of a page may nevertheless be fetched from a page buffer before a subsequent page of

data may be read. Such a fetching process, however, need not be performed sequentially

with respect to an order that such words are stored in a page of a memory array and/or a

page buffer. For example, in FIG. 3, a misaligned start address is equal to 0EH, which

may represent word D14. D15 represented by word address 0FH may be fetched next.

Upon reaching an upper value of a word address (e.g., 0FH), a word address may next

begin at word address 00H so that word D O is fetched next. Following word addresses

may sequentially comprise values 01H, 02H, 03H,..., 0DH representing Dl, D2, D3,...,

D13, respectively. Thus, all sixteen words may be fetched, though claimed subject matter

is not limited to any particular fetch order.

In Detail, read process 300 may involve 24-bit addressing and pages that comprise

sixteen words. Accordingly, such words of a particular page may be individually



identified by a 4-bit address or a 4-bit LSB portion of the 24-bit address, for example. Of

course, such details regarding sizes of addresses are merely examples, and claimed

subject matter is not limited to any particular size. At time Tl, a MSB portion of address

A[Max:4] may be provided to a memory device. Also at time Tl, a sense process to read

a page of data from the memory device may be indicated by a pulse in waveform ATD.

As explained above, such a page of data may be identified by MSB portion of address

A[Max:4]. A sense process may include activation of one or more sense amplifiers to

sense logic levels of individual memory cells of a page of a memory array of a memory

device. Upon completing such a sense process, a read page of data may be flushed to a

page buffer sometime during a time span ELQV. Individual bytes or words of the page

of data stored in the page buffer may then be retrieved by a user, processor, or any such

entity that issued a read command to read from the memory device. Meanwhile, a LSB

portion A[3:0] of a memory address comprising four bits may be provided to the memory

device. As pointed out above, such a memory address need not begin with a particular

memory location (e.g., 00H). For example, at time T2, a first word D14 of the page of

data may be retrieved from the page buffer. At time T3, a second word D15 of the page

of data may be retrieved from the page buffer in response to receiving a new memory

address A[3:0]. For example, the new memory address may comprise the value OFH

corresponding to word D15 stored at the location OFH of the current page. Subsequent

words of the page of data may be similarly retrieved from the page buffer in response to

receiving subsequent addresses A[3:0] (e.g., 00H, 01H, 02H,...). In an implementation,

the number of data words retrieved from the data buffer may be counted. After reaching

a particular threshold count, such as at time T4, a process to read a subsequent page of

data (e.g., comprising words D16 through D31) may commence while continuing to fetch

remaining words of the first page from the page buffer. In detail, referring to the DATA

waveform in FIG. 3, after reaching a particular threshold count at word D7, such as at

time T4, a process to read the subsequent page of data may commence while continuing

to fetch remaining words D8 through D13 of the first page from the page buffer.



Accordingly, such a process to commence reading a subsequent page of data may occur

upon retrieving a particular threshold number of words from the data buffer, wherein the

particular threshold number is less than the number of words in the page of data.

Waveform ATD may include a pulse at time T4 to begin a sense process to read the

subsequent page of data. Such a sense process may occur within a time span Tsen se- Upon

completion of the sense process, and after completing a process of retrieving or fetching

words of the first page from the page buffer, such as at time T5, the newly read second

page of data may be loaded into the page buffer, indicated by a pulse in waveform Flush

at time T5. Though the first page of data may have been fetched beginning in the middle

of a range of addresses for the first page, the next page of data may be fetched beginning

with address 00H. For example, subsequent words of the second or subsequent page of

data may be retrieved from the page buffer in response to receiving addresses A[3:0] (e.g.,

01H, 02H, 03H,...). As in the case of the first page of data, after reaching a particular

count, such as at time T6, a process to read a third page of data (e.g., comprising words

D32 through D47) may commence while continuing to fetch remaining words of the

second page from the page buffer, as explained above. In detail, referring to the DATA

waveform in FIG. 3, after reaching a particular count at word D24, such as at time T6, a

process to read the third page of data may commence while continuing to fetch remaining

words D25 through D3 1 of the second page from the page buffer. Accordingly, such a

process to commence reading a subsequent page of data may occur upon retrieving a

particular number of words from the data buffer. Waveform ATD may include a pulse at

time T6 to begin a sense process to read the third page of data. Such a sense process may

occur within a time span Tsen se (e.g., from time T6 to time T7). Upon completion of the

sense process, and after completing a process of retrieving or fetching words of the

second page from the page buffer, such as at time T7, the newly read third page of data

may be loaded into the page buffer, indicated by a pulse in waveform Flush at time T7.

Such a process may continue in similar fashion as described above for subsequent pages



of data. Of course, such details of process 300 are merely examples, and claimed subject

matter is not limited in this respect.

FIG. 4 is a timing diagram of a particular continuous read process 400, according

to an embodiment. Such a process may be similar to process 100 or 200 described above,

except that process 400, like process 300, begins at a misaligned start address as follows.

As explained above, such a misaligned start address may comprise a word address not

equal to 00H, which may represent a first word in a page of data (see, for example,

process 100, where a first word D O is represented by address 00H). In such a case, in

contrast to process 300, a process of reading an initial page starting with a misaligned

start address may comprise truncating the initial page and beginning a process of reading

a subsequent page starting with an aligned address (e.g., beginning with word address

00H). In Detail, at time Tl, a MSB portion of address A[Max:4] may be provided to a

memory device. Also at time Tl , a sense process to read a page of data from the memory

device may be indicated by a pulse in waveform ATD. As explained above, such a page

of data may be identified by MSB portion of address A[Max:4]. A sense process may

include activation of one or more sense amplifiers to sense logic levels of individual

memory cells of a page of a memory array of a memory device. Upon completing such a

sense process, a read page of data may be flushed to a page buffer sometime during a

time span ELQV. Individual bytes or words of the page of data stored in the page buffer

may then be retrieved by a user, processor, or any such entity that issued a read command

to read from the memory device. Meanwhile, a LSB portion A[3:0] of a memory address

comprising four bits may be provided to the memory device. As pointed out above, such

a memory address need not begin with a particular memory location (e.g., 00H). For

example, at time T2, a first word D14 of the page of data may be retrieved from the page

buffer. At time T3, a second word D15 of the page of data may be retrieved from the

page buffer in response to receiving a new memory address A[3:0]. For example, the

new memory address may comprise the value OFH corresponding to word D l 5 stored at

the location OFH of the current page. However, instead of retrieving subsequent words of



the page of data from the page buffer, process 400 may be re-initialized at time T4, thus

truncating the first page of data. In one implementation, such truncated data may not be

read, though such data may remain during a subsequent flush to a page buffer. A process

to read a subsequent page of data (e.g., comprising words D16 through D3 1) may

commence by sensing and flushing the subsequent page into a page buffer during time

span ELQV starting at time T4. At time T5, word D16 may be fetched, as well as

subsequent words D17, D18, and so on. After reaching a particular fetch count, such as

at time T6, a process to read a third page of data (e.g., comprising words D32 through

D47) may commence while continuing to fetch remaining words of the second page from

the page buffer, as explained above. In detail, referring to the DATA waveform in FIG. 4,

after reaching a particular count at word D24, such as at time T6, a process to read the

third page of data may commence while continuing to fetch remaining words D25

through D3 1 of the second page from the page buffer. Accordingly, such a process to

commence reading a subsequent page of data may occur upon retrieving a particular

number of words from the data buffer. Waveform ATD may include a pulse at time T6

to begin a sense process to read the third page of data. Such a sense process may occur

within a time span Tsen se (e.g., from time T6 to time T7). Upon completion of the sense

process, and after completing a process of retrieving fetching words of the second page

from the page buffer, such as at time T7, the newly read third page of data may be loaded

into the page buffer, indicated by a pulse in waveform Flush at time T7. Such a process

may continue in similar fashion as described above for subsequent pages of data. Of

course, such details of process 400 are merely examples, and claimed subject matter is

not limited in this respect.

FIG. 5 is a timing diagram of a particular continuous read process 500, according

to another embodiment. To illustrate a particular example, read process 500 may involve

24-bit addressing and pages that comprise sixteen words. Accordingly, such words of a

particular page may be individually identified by a 4-bit address or a 4-bit LSB portion of

the 24-bit address, for example. Notation "A[Max:l]" in FIG. 5 means a portion of a



memory address comprising all bits except the LSB. Accordingly, A O describes the LSB

of the memory address. Of course, such details regarding sizes of addresses are merely

examples, and claimed subject matter is not limited to any particular size.

Process 500 may be similar to process 100 except regarding a process to fetch

bytes or words of a page. In detail, process 100 includes fetching words DO, Dl, D2, and

so on by incrementing and/or updating word address A[3:0]. In contrast, process 500

includes fetching words DO, Dl, D2, and so on by toggling the LSB of the memory

address AO. Thus, for example, as A O transitions from one logic level to another logic

level (e.g., from 1 to 0 or from 0 to 1), subsequent words may be fetched from a page

buffer.

Returning to FIG. 5, at time Tl, a MSB portion of address A[Max:l] may be

provided to a memory device. Also at time Tl , waveform CRD# may transition to a

logic low to indicate to the memory device to enter a continuous read mode. A chip

enable signal CE# may also transition to a logic low. Also at time Tl, a sense process to

read a page of data from the memory device may be indicated by a pulse in waveform

ATD. As explained above, such a page of data may be identified by MSB portion of

address A[Max:l]. A sense process may include activation of one or more sense

amplifiers to sense logic levels of individual memory cells of a page of a memory array

of a memory device. Upon completing such a sense process, a read page of data may be

loaded into a page buffer (e.g., a flush process) sometime during a time span ELQV.

Individual bytes or words of the page of data stored in the page buffer may then be

retrieved by a user, processor, or any such entity that issued a read command to read from

the memory device. Meanwhile, a LSB A Oof the memory address may be provided to

the memory device. At time T2, a first word D O of the page of data may be retrieved

from the page buffer. At time T3, a second word Dl of the page of data may be retrieved

from the page buffer in response to toggling or transitioning the LSB A Oof the memory

address. Subsequent words of the page of data may be similarly retrieved from the page

buffer in response to toggling AO. Remaining description of process 500 may be similar



to that of process 100. For example, the number of data words retrieved from the data

buffer may be counted. After reaching a particular count, such as at time T4, a process to

read a subsequent page of data (e.g., comprising words D16 through D3 1) may

commence while continuing to fetch remaining words of the first page from the page

buffer. Waveform ATD may include a pulse at time T4 to begin a sense process to read

the subsequent page of data. Such a sense process may occur within a time span Tsense .

Upon completion of the sense process, and after completing a process of retrieving or

fetching words of the first page from the page buffer, such as at time T5, the newly read

second page of data may be loaded into the page buffer, indicated by a pulse in waveform

Flush at time T5.

As for the first page of data, described above, subsequent words of the second or

subsequent page of data may be similarly retrieved from the page buffer in response to

toggling AO. After reaching a particular count, such as at time T6, a process to read a

third page of data (e.g., comprising words D32 through D47) may commence while

continuing to fetch remaining words of the second page from the page buffer. In detail,

referring to the DATA waveform in FIG. 5, after reaching a particular count at word D24,

such as at time T6, a process to read the third page of data may commence while

continuing to toggle A O and fetch remaining words D25 through D31 of the second page

from the page buffer. Accordingly, such a process to commence reading a subsequent

page of data may occur upon retrieving a particular number of words from the data buffer.

Waveform ATD may include a pulse at time T6 to begin a sense process to read the third

page of data. Such a sense process may occur within a time span Tsen se (e.g., from time

T6 to time T7). Upon completion of the sense process, and after completing a process of

retrieving or fetching words of the second page from the page buffer, such as at time T7,

the newly read third page of data may be loaded into the page buffer, indicated by a pulse

in waveform Flush at time T7. Such a process of concurrently reading a portion of the

second page and a portion of the third page may provide a benefit of improving read

speed, as mentioned above. Such a process may also comprise a continuous read process



to read the second and third pages. Such a process may continue in similar fashion as

described above for subsequent pages of data. Of course, such details of process 500 are

merely examples, and claimed subject matter is not limited in this respect.

FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram illustrating an exemplary embodiment of a

computing system 600 including a memory device 610. Such a computing device may

comprise one or more processors, for example, to execute an application and/or other

code. For example, memory device 610 may comprise a nonvolatile memory or a data

buffer such as data buffer 130, shown in FIG. 1. A computing device 604 may be

representative of any device, appliance, or machine that may be configurable to manage

memory device 610. Memory device 610 may include a memory controller 615 and a

memory 622. By way of example but not limitation, computing device 604 may include:

one or more computing devices and/or platforms, such as, e.g., a desktop computer, a

laptop computer, a workstation, a server device, or the like; one or more personal

computing or communication devices or appliances, such as, e.g., a personal digital

assistant, mobile communication device, or the like; a computing system and/or

associated service provider capability, such as, e.g., a database or data storage service

provider/system; and/or any combination thereof.

It is recognized that all or part of the various devices shown in system 600, and

the processes and methods as further described herein, may be implemented using or

otherwise including hardware, firmware, software, or any combination thereof. Thus, by

way of example but not limitation, computing device 604 may include at least one

processing unit 620 that is operatively coupled to memory 622 through a bus 640 and a

host or memory controller 615. Processing unit 620 is representative of one or more

circuits configurable to perform at least a portion of a data computing procedure or

process. By way of example but not limitation, processing unit 620 may include one or

more processors, controllers, microprocessors, microcontrollers, application specific

integrated circuits, digital signal processors, programmable logic devices, field

programmable gate arrays, and the like, or any combination thereof. Processing unit 620



may include an operating system configured to communicate with memory controller 615.

Such an operating system may, for example, generate commands to be sent to memory

controller 615 over bus 640. In one implementation, in response to a read command, for

example, memory controller 615 may read a page of data and flush the page of data into a

page buffer 625 in response to receiving a first portion of a memory address via bus 640.

Words of the page of data stored in page buffer 625 may then be fetched in response to

receiving an additional portion of the memory address. Memory controller 615 may

count words fetched from the page buffer. In response to the counted words reaching a

particular number, which is less than the number of words of the page, the memory

controller may begin to read a subsequent page while continuing to fetch the words of the

first page. Of course, such an implementation is merely an example, and claimed subject

matter is not so limited. For example, in another implementation, data buffer 625 need

not be included in computing system 600 since a page buffer may be included inside

memory 622. In a particular example, such a memory may determine if its page buffer is

to be flushed based, at least in part, on whether 16 data words have been fetched. Also,

memory controller 615, in one implementation, need not count fetched data since a

continuous page read protocol may set forth that once a memory controller fetches 16

words, the memory may resultantly flush the page buffer as the subsequent page is sensed

by the memory. In this way, the memory itself may count data that has been fetched by

the memory controller in order to ensure that the memory has enough time to perform a

subsequent sensing process. Again, such details are merely examples, and claimed

subject matter is not so limited.

Memory 622 is representative of any data storage mechanism. Memory 622 may

include, for example, a primary memory 624 and/or a secondary memory 626. Primary

memory 624 may include, for example, a random access memory, read only memory, etc.

While illustrated in this example as being separate from processing unit 620, it should be

understood that all or part of primary memory 624 may be provided within or otherwise

co-located/coupled with processing unit 620.



Secondary memory 626 may include, for example, the same or similar type of

memory as primary memory and/or one or more data storage devices or systems, such as,

for example, a disk drive, an optical disc drive, a tape drive, a solid state memory drive,

etc. In certain implementations, secondary memory 626 may be operatively receptive of,

or otherwise configurable to couple to, a computer-readable medium 628. Computer-

readable medium 628 may include, for example, any medium that can carry and/or make

accessible data, code, and/or instructions for one or more of the devices in system 600.

Computing device 604 may include, for example, an input/output 632.

Input/output 632 is representative of one or more devices or features that may be

configurable to accept or otherwise introduce human and/or machine inputs, and/or one

or more devices or features that may be configurable to deliver or otherwise provide for

human and/or machine outputs. By way of example but not limitation, input/output

device 632 may include an operatively configured display, speaker, keyboard, mouse,

trackball, touch screen, data port, etc.

The terms, "and," "and/or," and "or" as used herein may include a variety of

meanings that will depend at least in part upon the context in which it is used. Typically,

"and/or" as well as "or" if used to associate a list, such as A, B or C, is intended to mean

A, B, and C, here used in the inclusive sense, as well as A, B or C, here used in the

exclusive sense.

While there has been illustrated and described what are presently considered to be

example embodiments, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that various other

modifications may be made, and equivalents may be substituted, without departing from

claimed subject matter. Additionally, many modifications may be made to adapt a

particular situation to the teachings of claimed subject matter without departing from the

central concept described herein. Therefore, it is intended that claimed subject matter not

be limited to the particular embodiments disclosed, but that such claimed subject matter

may also include all embodiments falling within the scope of the appended claims, and

equivalents thereof.



CLAIMS
What is claimed is:

1. A method comprising:

reading a first page of data and providing said first page of data to a page buffer in

response to receiving a first portion of a memory address of said first page;

fetching words of said first page of data stored in said page buffer in response to

receiving an additional portion of said memory address of said first page; and

activating sense amplifiers to sense a second page of data before completing said

fetching words of said first page.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

monitoring a count of said words fetched from said page buffer; and

in response to said count reaching a particular threshold number less than the

number of said words of said first page of data, sensing said second page of data while

continuing to fetch said words.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

providing said second page of data to said page buffer in response to a last word

of said first page of data being fetched.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein initiating said reading of said second page of data

is performed automatically without receiving an address for said second page of data.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein said first portion of said memory address

comprises an address of said first page of data and said additional portion of said memory



address comprises least significant bits of said memory address to identify said words of

said first page of data.

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

toggling said additional portion of said memory address between two values,

wherein said fetching said words of said first page of data is performed synchronously

with said toggling, and wherein said additional portion of said memory address comprises

a single bit of said memory address.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein said fetching words of said first page is

performed synchronously with changing a value of said additional portion of said

memory address.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein said first portion of said memory address

corresponds to two or more pages.

9. A memory device comprising:

a controller to:

read a page of data and provide said page of data to a page buffer in

response to receiving a first portion of a memory address of the page of data;

fetch words of said page of data stored in said page buffer in response to

receiving an additional portion of said memory address; and

activate sense amplifiers to sense a subsequent page of data before completing

said fetching words of said page of data.

10. The memory device of claim 9, wherein said controller is further adapted to:

monitor a count of said words fetched from said page buffer; and



in response to said count reaching a particular threshold number less than

the number of said words of said page of data, read said subsequent page of data while

continuing to fetch said words.

11. The memory device of claim 9, wherein said controller is adapted to flush said

subsequent page of data into said page buffer in response to a last word of said page of

data being fetched.

12. The memory device of claim 9, wherein initiating said reading of said subsequent

page of data is performed automatically without receiving an address for said subsequent

page of data.

13. The memory device of claim 9, wherein said first portion of said memory address

comprises an address of said page of data and said additional portion of said memory

address comprises least significant bits of said memory address to identify said words of

said page of data.

14. The memory device of claim 9, wherein said microcontroller is adapted to toggle

said additional portion of said memory address between two values, wherein said fetching

said words of said page of data is performed synchronously with said toggling, and

wherein said additional portion of said memory address comprises a single bit of said

memory address.

15. The memory device of claim 9, wherein said fetching words of said page is

performed synchronously with changing a value of said additional portion of said

memory address.



16. The memory device of claim 9, wherein said first portion of said memory address

corresponds to two or more pages.

17. A system comprising:

a memory device comprising an array of memory cells, said memory device

further comprising a controller to:

read a page of data and flush said page of data into a page buffer in

response to receiving a first portion of a memory address of said page of data;

fetch words of said page of data stored in said page buffer in response to

receiving an additional portion of said memory address; and

activate sense amplifiers to sense a subsequent page of data before

completing said fetching words of said first page; and

a processor to host one or more applications and to initiate said write command to

said memory controller to provide access to said memory cells.

18. The system of claim 17, wherein said controller is adapted to:

monitor a count of said words fetched from said page buffer; and

in response to said count reaching a particular threshold number less than the number of

said words of said page of data, read a subsequent page of data while continuing to fetch

said words.

19. The system of claim 17, wherein initiating said reading of said subsequent page of

data is performed automatically without receiving an address for said subsequent page of

data.

20. The system of claim 17, wherein said first portion of said memory address

comprises an address of said page of data and said additional portion of said memory



address comprises least significant bits of said memory address to identify said words of

said page of data.
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